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ABSTRACT

The paper reports on an investigation made at Fraunhofer IZFP where a rotary wing octocopter micro air vehicle (MAV) system has been used to scan buildings for inspection and monitoring purpose with a high resolution digital camera. The MAV has been equipped with a microcontroller-based flight control system and different sensors for navigation and flight stabilization. Pictures have been taken at a high speed and frequency, and stored onboard before being downloaded once the MAV completed a mission. Pictures taken have then been stitched together to obtain a full 2D image at a resolution allowing damages and cracking to be observed still in the millimeter range. In a follow-on step an image processing software has been developed that allows cracking patterns to be specifically filtered out, which may be further analyzed from a statistical pattern recognition point of view in a future step.

INTRODUCTION

An enhanced amount of civil infrastructure buildings has become an issue with regard to their ageing process and hence life cycle management. Conventional means for monitoring the condition of those buildings is by man driven visual inspection only, possibly supported by some tap testing. This way of monitoring mainly provides integral information about cracking condition and possibly detachment of the covering layers of concrete or stone based structures. Effort required in providing this information can become laborious when considering structures of a dam, a cooling tower, a church or even a simple multistoried building since significant lifting equipment is required for inspection. A means to circumvent this effort is by using unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) and those even at small scales as micro aerial vehicles (MAV) as an airborne sensor system to capture the required data. The potential applications for such unmanned aircraft in the non-destructive testing (NDT)
focus on the tasks state detection, damage analysis and condition monitoring. The field of unmanned aircraft is categorized according to different classifications, lined up by size restrictions, weight limits or the respective area of operation (operating radius, flight duration). These common categories include both aircraft and helicopters, as well as any other type of aircraft. Due to insurance-related claims, the use of unmanned aerial vehicles outside of registered (model) airfields is limited to a maximum takeoff weight of 5 kilograms. Accordingly, the UAVs used for the building inspection shall not exceed the classification category of micro [1] (µUAV, MAV) which also has a weight limit of 5 kilograms. Both in terms of requirements and goals for a selective damage detection and the high building density especially in urban areas, the choice is on VTOL (Vertical Take-Off and Landing) capable platforms. Due to this high building density and the associated traffic, the risks for personal injury and infrastructural damage has to be kept as low as possible. Consequently the redundancy factor of the sub-systems as well as of the complete system, thus the reliability of flight important functions, is of particular significance. Another major aspect is the request for stable hovering characteristics in order to ensure a planned and detailed damage inspection.

SYSTEM COMPONENTS

Based on the conditions mentioned above Fraunhofer IZFP uses a Mikrokopter MAV platform [2] since early 2010. Arisen over the last few years, the technique of multi-rotor systems offers in comparison to a conventional helicopter concept a very simple mechanism, a highly effective design in terms of different payload concepts (to accommodate additional sensors, etc.). Figure 1 shows the MAV platform used at Fraunhofer IZFP. The chosen concept is an octocopter, i.e. a configuration with eight rotors. Advantage of this arrangement: even in case of a failure of one or even several electric motors flight control is still preserved, which means a considerable level of safety.

Table 1. Octocopter technical data.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td>1.02 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take-Off Weight</td>
<td>2.5 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endurance</td>
<td>&lt; 20 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Payload</td>
<td>2 kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Octocopter MAV inspection platform.

The Fraunhofer IZFP octocopter has a size of about 1 meter in diameter and a mass of approximately 2.5 kilograms, which does not exceed the legal weight limitations even with maximum payload (Table 1). The octocopter is equipped with various sensors such as gyroscopes, accelerometers and a barometric altitude sensor, which are used by a microprocessor-controlled flight control system for attitude stabilization. Navigation is mostly done by GPS, with additional support from the sensors of the flight control system and a 3D magnetic sensor. For safety reasons, the
MAV platform, both in manual mode controlled by the pilot as well as in semi-autonomous mode with GPS-guided navigation by waypoint operation has to be flown within visual line of sight under permanent pilot’s supervision required to intervene at all time. To control and monitor in-flight action, all relevant telemetry data is sent directly to the pilot as well as the ground station, on which the entire flight path planning can be seen. In addition, a real time video image transmission from the MAV is available, either displayed on the laptop or projected into the pilot’s video eyeglasses in order to get a better picture of the object to be inspected.

**Applicable Payload**

As a part of the state detection, the building inspection can be done by numerous NDT methods, e.g. visual inspection, thermography, radar or laser. These techniques can be divided into three main categories: both the optical and the infrared method offer – assuming monoscopic operation – only a two-dimensional picture, while radar and laser applications provide an additional depth information useful for a more detailed damage diagnoses. As a third method there is the broadly used measurement by ultrasonics, which however requires coupling of the flight platform to the building making the technique rather unsuitable. Although all these techniques can be considered established in NDT in general and are also applied within the civil engineering sector, their implementation into a flying platform is still a significant challenge. It is specifically with sensors considering radar where the challenge becomes high while optical techniques including the thermographic ones have become achievable due to improvement of off the shelf technology, would this be in terms of cost, size and performance. The availability of digital information in camera systems nowadays has made building inspection possible even at very high resolution. The latest camera used is a Canon PowerShot SX220 HS, with a resolution of 12 megapixel and a 14x optical zoom (focal length: 5 to 70 millimeters). To provide highest picture quality the digital zoom function has been permanently disabled.

**BUILDING INSPECTION**

The method of visual building inspection using MAV is generally divided into two process steps: data acquisition (by aerial survey, in-flight) and digital post-processing (post-flight). The stages of this process are schematically shown in Figure 2.

**Data Acquisition**

The main focus of using UAVs is clearly on the data acquisition of the infrastructure to be inspected. To generally fly around an object, a preliminary flight track planning is needed, which is usually done by using a common software based on GPS waypoint navigation. However for inspecting a building GPS navigation becomes insufficient due to the precision required to the façade to be monitored and the threat of any shadowing effects resulting from near by buildings. Moreover GPS does not allow accurate flight altitude control which is an essential factor under flight
planning aspects. A combination of collision and navigation sensors has therefore to be developed allowing an autonomous flight program (under pilot control) to become feasible in the long term. Hence manual flight control is currently still the only option to perform when flying close to a building.

Figure 2. 2-step process for façade modeling.

In order to have images easily allocated to the real object in a structured way there are two options of flight patterns available when using an UAV for on-site building inspection (Figure 3). On the one hand, the flight path can be allocated horizontally as a storey-wise scanning of the building, and on the other it can follow vertically aligned slices.

Figure 3. Options for on-site flight pattern.

With regard to the usability of the aerial photos, the flight pattern option 2 was eliminated for UAV inspection as the main vertical movement increased lens-induced effects negative for stitching. Additionally the horizontal speed has to be quite limited while recording images such that fast bank angle changes effecting images are reduced and not be leveled by the automatic stabilization of the camera pod.

For data recording, the integrated digital camera is controlled by an automatic photo-firing sequence, which can be set to a frequency of up to 3 pictures per second.
Optionally the camera can be controlled manually to set zoom, focus and shutter release if necessary. For optimal in-flight detection of damages, both in automatic recording and manual focusing mode, the real-time video link (low definition) can be used by the pilot or another person for camera orientation. It is not necessary for this application to transmit also the high quality images in real time, as the digital building reconstruction is still quite time-consuming. Therefore the data stored on the camera is read out after landing. Due to the automatic triggering of the camera, each flight generates a large amount of data, e.g. in a 15 minutes flight normally more than 1200 photos. This amount is far more than what is needed for a subsequent inspection, but as a result of the not completely stable hover a relatively high incidence of unusable image data is produced, a consequence of the not fully filtered out vibrations from the platform or external influences such as wind gusts. Additionally there is often a very high overlap of the area captured on each image, which varies depending on the hover speed parallel to the building façade. Accordingly unnecessary records are eliminated in case of too high overlapping to avoid double-or multiple-information within the images and to keep the image data base as small as possible without loss of quality.

**Image Processing**

After completion of the aerial survey, the second step is the digital post-processing of the selected images of step 1. Programmed for applications such as airborne terrestrial mapping [3] or panoramic photography [4], there is a variety of experimental and commercial software solutions available to reassemble the individual images nowadays. These stitching or mosaicking methods are based on pattern recognition techniques which analyze similar image content structures, called matching points, in two or more images and link them together based on these points. The panorama creation software [5] analyzes the input data under the assumption that images recorded are made only by pivoting without changing the camera’s position. Since the aerial survey with UAVs generates images each made from a different position, the above algorithms are not suitable for this application. In contrast, the software for the mapping of landscape or similar mainly 2D objects can handle images from different locations. However, these algorithms are based on a precise geo-referencing procedure, which is possible due to noticeable GPS location changes together with inertial systems (inertial measurement units, IMU) of high accuracy [6].

In summary, several stitching and mosaicking programs have been analyzed to test their practicability for the reconstruction of building façades. Problems have been found regarding the transition between images, the fact of an unknown geometry of the object to be rebuilt by the software as well as any rearrangement out of image series being available. The stitching of up to 15 images was successful, but to generate a full façade reconstruction consisting of several hundred images was only possible through stitch of the pre-stitched parts hence resulting in a multi-level stitching process. Facing the fact that particularly the edge areas of these façade parts created by the software are currently not suitable for fully automated stitching, stitching work has to be done mainly by hand so far, using programs such as Corel Photo-Paint, with which every single image has to be distorted and resized until it is adapted and integrated in the collage.
Image-based Digital Inspection and Monitoring

For the building shown in Figure 4 more than 12,000 images were taken in total during four days of flight while only several hundred images were finally used for the 2-dimensional model shown. The digital façade reconstruction has an overall resolution of about 1.27 gigapixel. However the picture size at this resolution is very hard to handle. To make the inspection more user-friendly the model is separated into floors which by themselves are separated into parts of 10 window frames each.

![Figure 4. Digital façade reconstruction.](image)

The inspection then can be done directly on these window sections. In areas of special interest, high resolution detailed photos can be linked to the sections for even better monitoring.

In terms of damage inspection, tests have been done based on high resolution areas allowing crack sizes down into the millimeter range to be characterized (Figure 5). The aim is finally to have this feature integrated in the full building reconstruction wherever significant damages appear. Therefore some filtering algorithms have been programmed in order to detect cracks automatically.

![Figure 5. High resolution crack inspection in submillimeter range.](image)
AUTOMATED CRACK DETECTION

Since the walls of inspected buildings are mostly of light color, cracks appear as black lines while using visual inspection. For their highlighting and extraction, two different methods can be used:

- Adding additional color value: This method analyses the threshold value to determine if each photo pixel needs to be added either with more ‘black’ or ‘white’, resulting in black crack areas. However, this method only works with walls of grey or white color.
- Edge detection: The edge bases upon applying a Gaussian Blur (Equation 1) [7] to the original image, then subtracting it from the image again. By doing this step, the edge will be displayed as almost black, while others will be almost pure white.

\[ G(x, y) = \frac{1}{2\pi\sigma^2} e^{-\left(\frac{x^2 + y^2}{2\sigma^2}\right)} \]

*Equation 1. Gaussian Blur*

Due to unconvincing test results with the color-adding method, the edge detection method was further investigated for crack inspection.

A typical damage found in buildings can be seen on the left of Figure 6. The original photo has been processed with the edge detection method to enhance the damaged areas. The four results on the right show the effect of varying the variance \( \sigma \) (sigma) used in the Gaussian Blur (increasing sigma value to the right). Too small values of \( \sigma \) can result in an insufficient damage enhancement, but it can also be seen that a higher \( \sigma \) does not necessarily mean better crack extraction.

![Figure 6. Influence of sigma value: original image (left) and results with increasing sigma values.](image)

To further analyze the cracking shown in Figure 5 in more detail the image has been re-inspected with the edge detection software (Figure 7). After the extraction, the width of the long but small cracks on the surface has been filtered out for clearer visualization.

However, even with this first good approach, the edge detection method is still not the perfect one. It helps to extract bigger damages, but especially for tiny surface cracks it can be seen that they are still not very visible after image processing, whereas man made edges resulting from the object’s geometry may be mistakenly taken as a crack in an automated filtering process so far.
CONCLUSION

The visual inspection of buildings using unmanned aircraft systems has shown that the use of an MAV – in this case an octocopter – represents an appropriate technique to create a first data base required for digital building monitoring. The high resolution camera attached to the MAV showed good results even under non-optimal flight conditions and confirmed that already visual recording methods provide valuable information for infrastructural inspection purposes. Improvements have to be done regarding data acquisition with respect to a better stabilization of the flight platform, anti-collision and navigation systems as well as route planning algorithms to expand the automation of the process. Also the image post-processing has to be improved by reducing manual workflow by appropriate image stitching and mosaicking software, ideally with an integrated crack detection feature based on the results shown which still requires to be developed.
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